INVITATION TO THE 14th SESSION OF THE GRPE IWG ON WORLDWIDE HARMONIZED LIGHT VEHICLES TEST PROCEDURES (WLTP)

You are kindly invited to the 14th WLTP IWG session, which will take place in Paris, FRANCE from April 26th – 28th 2016:

**Dates / times:**
- Tuesday, April 26th, 14:00 – 17:30
- Wednesday, April 27th, 09:00 – 17:30
- Thursday, April 28th, 09:00 – 15:00

**Place:**
LA DEFENSE
Tour Pascal B
Place des Degrés
92800 Puteaux

*On Tuesday only:*

**OICA**
4 rue de Berri,
8ème arrondissement

For further information on meeting location, public transport and hotel recommendations please check the annex document to this invitation. Information on how to find OICA for the Tuesday meetings of Task Force EVAP and WLTP IWG are available on the OICA webpage: [http://www.oica.net/category/index/contact/](http://www.oica.net/category/index/contact/).

Nearest subway stations are George V (métro line 1, same as for La Défense) and Charles de Gaulle Etoile (métro lines 1, 2, 6 & RER A).

Please note that due to strict security issues, **all names of participants shall be registered at least 1 week before the meeting (April 15th):** Please confirm your participation by mail to:

- The Chair, Stephan Redmann (Email: stephan.redmann@bmvi.bund.de),
- Technical Secretary, Nick Ichikawa (Email: noriyuki_ichikawa@mail.toyota.co.jp) &
- Meeting Host, Céline Vallaude (Email: celine.vallaude@utacceram.com).

The room capacity is strictly limited due to safety requirements (45 table seats, plus max. 10 – 15 additional people in second row). Usually the number of IWG participants should not exceed this number, but nevertheless we kindly request to restrict the number of delegates from your country / organization, if possible.

Remote participation may be offered; please send a request to the above mentioned responsible persons in order to check for practical arrangements.
Agenda and meeting documents will be uploaded to the UN webpage prior to the meeting as soon as they become available.

Download folder “WLTP 14th session (Phase 2)”
https://www2.unece.org/wiki/x/dgPIAQ

Please note that 2 meetings will be held in conjunction with WLTP IWG:

- Monday, April 25th, 11:00 – 17:30 (Subgroup EV)
- Tuesday, April 26th, 10:00 – 13:00 (EVAP task force)

An invitation will be provided separately by the Leaders (EV: Mizusima / Ohlund, EVAP: Dilara / Fujiwara) to their group members.

Kind regards
Stephan Redmann
(Chair of WLTP IWG)